
The   Refugee   Experience:     
Stories   about   those   displaced   by   war   and   political   unrest   

  
Novels   

  
Pax    by   Sarah   Pennypacker-     Pax   and   Peter   have   been   inseparable   ever   since   Peter   rescued   him   as   a   kit.   But   
one   day,   the   unimaginable   happens:   Peter's   dad   enlists   in   the   military   and   makes   him   return   the   fox   to   the   wild.   
At   his   grandfather's   house,   three   hundred   miles   away   from   home,   Peter   knows   he   isn't   where   he   should   
be—with   Pax.   He   strikes   out   on   his   own   despite   the   encroaching   war,   spurred   by   love,   loyalty,   and   grief,   to   be   
reunited   with   his   fox.    Meanwhile   Pax,   steadfastly   waiting   for   his   boy,   embarks   on   adventures   and   discoveries   

of   his   own.   .   .   .   
  

Inside   Out   and   Back   Again    by   Thanhha   Lai-    Hà   has   only   ever   known   Saigon:   the   thrills   of   its   markets,   the   joy   of   
its   traditions,   and   the   warmth   of   her   friends   close   by.   But   now   the   Vietnam   War   has   reached   her   home.   Hà   and   
her   family   are   forced   to   flee   as   Saigon   falls,   and   they   board   a   ship   headed   toward   hope—toward   America.   
  
  

I   Lived   on   Butterfly   Hill    by   Marjorie   Agosin-     Celeste   Marconi   is   a   dreamer.   She   lives   peacefully   among   friends   
and   neighbors   and   family   in   the   idyllic   town   of   Valparaiso,   Chile—until   one   day   when   warships   are   spotted   in   
the   harbor   and   schoolmates   start   disappearing   from   class   without   a   word.   Celeste   doesn’t   quite   know   what   is   
happening,   but   one   thing   is   clear:   no   one   is   safe,   not   anymore.    The   country   has   been   taken   over   by   a   
government   that   declares   artists,   protestors,   and   anyone   who   helps   the   needy   to   be   considered   “subversive”   

and   dangerous   to   Chile’s   future.   So   Celeste’s   parents—her   educated,   generous,   kind   parents—must   go   into   hiding   before   
they,   too,   “disappear.”     

  
The   War   That   Saved   My   Life    by   Kimberly   Brubaker   Bradley-     Ten-year-old   Ada   has   never   left   her   one-room   
apartment.   Her   mother   is   too   humiliated   by   Ada’s   twisted   foot   to   let   her   outside.   So   when   her   little   brother   Jamie   
is   shipped   out   of   London   to   escape   the   war,   Ada   doesn’t   waste   a   minute—she   sneaks   out   to   join   him.    So   
begins   a   new   adventure   for   Ada,   and   for   Susan   Smith,   the   woman   who   is   forced   to   take   the   two   kids   in.   As   Ada   
teaches   herself   to   ride   a   pony,   learns   to   read,   and   watches   for   German   spies,   she   begins   to   trust   Susan—and   

Susan   begins   to   love   Ada   and   Jamie.   But   in   the   end,   will   their   bond   be   enough   to   hold   them   together   through   wartime?     
  

Other   Words   for   Home    by   Jasmine   Warga-    Jude   never   thought   she’d   be   leaving   her   beloved   older   brother   and   
father   behind,   all   the   way   across   the   ocean   in   Syria.   But   when   things   in   her   hometown   start   becoming   volatile,   
Jude   and   her   mother   are   sent   to   live   in   Cincinnati   with   relatives.    At   first,   everything   in   America   seems   too   fast   
and   too   loud.   The   American   movies   that   Jude   has   always   loved   haven’t   quite   prepared   her   for   starting   school   in   
the   US—and   her   new   label   of   “Middle   Eastern,”   an   identity   she’s   never   known   before.    But   this   life   also   brings   

unexpected   surprises—there   are   new   friends,   a   whole   new   family,   and   a   school   musical   that   Jude   might   just   try   out   for.   
Maybe   America,   too,   is   a   place   where   Jude   can   be   seen   as   she   really   is.   

  
Refugee    by   Alan   Gratz-    Josef   is   a   Jewish   boy   living   in   1930s   Nazi   Germany.   With   the   threat   of   concentration   camps   
looming,   he   and   his   family   board   a   ship   bound   for   the   other   side   of   the   world   .   .   .Isabel   is   a   Cuban   girl   in   1994.   With   
riots   and   unrest   plaguing   her   country,   she   and   her   family   set   out   on   a   raft,   hoping   to   find   safety   in   America   .   .   
.Mahmoud   is   a   Syrian   boy   in   2015.   With   his   homeland   torn   apart   by   violence   and   destruction,   he   and   his   family   begin   
a   long   trek   toward   Europe   .   .   .All   three   kids   go   on   harrowing   journeys   in   search   of   refuge.   All   will   face   unimaginable   

dangers   --   from   drownings   to   bombings   to   betrayals.   But   there   is   always   the   hope   of    tomorrow .   And   although   Josef,   Isabel,   and   



Mahmoud   are   separated   by   continents   and   decades,   shocking   connections   will   tie   their   stories   together   in   the   end.This   
action-packed   novel   tackles   topics   both   timely   and   timeless:   courage,   survival,   and   the   quest   for   home.   

  
When   Stars   are   Scattered    by   Victoria   Jamieson   and   Omar   Mohamed-    Omar   and   his   younger   brother,   Hassan,  
have   spent   most   of   their   lives   in   Dadaab,   a   refugee   camp   in   Kenya.   Life   is   hard   there:   never   enough   food,   
achingly   dull,   and   without   access   to   the   medical   care   Omar   knows   his   nonverbal   brother   needs.   So   when   Omar   
has   the   opportunity   to   go   to   school,   he   knows   it   might   be   a   chance   to   change   their   future   .   .   .   but   it   would   also   
mean   leaving   his   brother,   the   only   family   member   he   has   left,   every   day.    *Graphic   Novel   

  
An   Elephant   in   the   Garden    by   Michael   Morpurgo-    Lizzie   and   Karl's   mother   is   a   zoo   keeper;   the   family   has   become   
attached   to   an   orphaned   elephant   named   Marlene,   who   will   be   destroyed   as   a   precautionary   measure   so   she   and   the   
other   animals   don't   run   wild   should   the   zoo   be   hit   by   bombs.   The   family   persuades   the   zoo   director   to   let   Marlene   stay   
in   their   garden   instead.   When   the   city   is   bombed,   the   family   flees   with   thousands   of   others,   but   how   can   they   walk   the   
same   route   when   they   have   an   elephant   in   tow,   and   keep   themselves   safe?   Along   the   way,   they   meet   Peter,   a   

Canadian   navigator   who   risks   his   own   capture   to   save   the   family.   
  

90   Miles   to   Havannah    by   Enrique   Flores-Galbis-     Based   on   the   author’s   experiences   during   the   Cuban   
revolution   and   then   his   departure   under   Operation   Pedro   Pan   Operation,   a   little   publicized   State   Department   
operation   that   enabled   the   exodus   of   14,000   unaccompanied   children   to   the   U.S.   The   narrator,   Julian,   presents   
a   child’s   view   of   the   Cuban   Revolution   and   life   in   the   overcrowded   camps   where   children   of   the   Pedro   Pan   airlift   
landed.   Julian   must   decide   how   he   is   to   deal   with   Caballo,   the   bully.   Will   he   model   his   response   on   the   events   he   

witnessed   during   the   Cuban   Revolution,   or   do   it   the   new   democratic   way,   as   Dolores   the   camp   cook   recommends?   
  

Salt   to   the   Sea    by   Ruta   Sepetys-    Winter   1945.   WWII.   Four   refugees.   Four   stories.   Each   one   born   of   a   different   
homeland;   each   one   hunted,   and   haunted,   by   tragedy,   lies,   war.   As   thousands   desperately   flock   to   the   coast   in   
the   midst   of   a   Soviet   advance,   four   paths   converge,   vying   for   passage   aboard   the    Wilhelm   Gustloff ,   a   ship   that   
promises   safety   and   freedom.   But   not   all   promises   can   be   kept   .   .   .   
  

Escape   from   Aleppo    by   N.   H.   Senzai-    It   is   December   17,   2010:     Nadia’s   twelfth   birthday   and   the   beginning   of   the   
Arab   Spring.   Soon   anti-government   protests   erupt   across   the   Middle   East   and,   one   by   one,   countries   are   thrown   
into   turmoil.   As   civil   war   flares   in   Syria   and   bombs   fall   across   Nadia’s   home   city   of   Aleppo,   her   family   decides   to   
flee   to   safety.   Inspired   by   current   events,   this   novel   sheds   light   on   the   complicated   situation   in   Syria   that   has   led   
to   an   international   refugee   crisis,   and   tells   the   story   of   one   girl’s   journey   to   safety.   
  

Forgotten   Fire    by   Adam   Bagdasarian-    In   1915   Vahan   Kenderian   is   living   a   life   of   privilege   as   the   youngest   son   of   
a   wealthy   Armenian   family   in   Turkey.   This   secure   world   is   shattered   when   some   family   members   are   whisked   
away   while   others   are   murdered   before   his   eyes.   Vahan   loses   his   home   and   family,   and   is   forced   to   live   a   life   he   
would   never   have   dreamed   of   in   order   to   survive.   Set   in   the   midst   of   the   First   World   War   and   the   Armenian   
genocide,    Vahan’s   stroy   is   on   of   incredible   strength   and   spirit.    *Recommended   for   grades   8   and   up   

  
The   Night   Diary    by   Veera   Hiranandani-    It's   1947,   and   India,   newly   independent   of   British   rule,   has   been   
separated   into   two   countries:   Pakistan   and   India.   The   divide   has   created   much   tension   between   Hindus   and   
Muslims,   and   hundreds   of   thousands   are   killed   crossing   borders.   Half-Muslim,   half-Hindu   twelve-year-old   Nisha   
doesn't   know   where   she   belongs,   or   what   her   country   is   anymore.   When   Papa   decides   it's   too   dangerous   to   
stay   in   what   is   now   Pakistan,   Nisha   and   her   family   become   refugees   and   embark   first   by   train   but   later   on   foot   

to   reach   her   new   home.   The   journey   is   long,   difficult,   and   dangerous,   and   after   losing   her   mother   as   a   baby,   Nisha   can't   
imagine   losing   her   homeland,   too.     
  



The   Red   Pencil    by   Andrea   Davis   Pinkney-    Life   in   Amira's   peaceful   Sudanese   village   is   shattered   when   
Janjaweed   attackers   arrive,   unleashing   unspeakable   horrors.   After   losing   nearly   everything,   Amira   needs   to   find   
the   strength   to   make   the   long   journey   on   foot   to   safety   at   a   refugee   camp.   She   begins   to   lose   hope,   until   the   gift   
of   a   simple   red   pencil   opens   her   mind   --   and   all   kinds   of   possibilities.   
  

Lifeboat   12    by   Susan   Hood-     With   Nazis   bombing   London   every   night,   it’s   time   for   thirteen-year-old   Ken   to   
escape.   He   suspects   his   stepmother   is   glad   to   see   him   go,   but   his   dad   says   he’s   one   of   the   lucky   ones—one   of   
ninety   boys   and   girls   to   ship   out   aboard   the    SS   City   of   Benares    to   safety   in   Canada.   Life   aboard   the   luxury   ship   
is   grand—nine-course   meals,   new   friends,   and   a   life   far   from   the   bombs,   and    rations.   After   five   days   at   sea,   the   
ship’s   officers   announce   that   they’re   out   of   danger.   They’re   wrong.    Late   that   night,   an   explosion   hurls   Ken   from   

his   bunk.   They’ve   been   hit.   Torpedoed!   The    Benares    is   sinking   fast.   Terrified,   Ken   scrambles   aboard   Lifeboat   12   with   five   
other   boys.   Will   they   get   away?   Will   they   survive?   

  
A   Long   Walk   to   Water    by   Linda   Sue   Park-    A   Long   Walk   to   Water    begins   as   two   stories,   told   in   alternating   
sections,   about   two   eleven-year-olds   in   Sudan,   a   girl   in   2008   and   a   boy   in   1985.   The   girl,   Nya,   is   fetching   water   
from   a   pond   that   is   two   hours’   walk   from   her   home:   she   makes   two   trips   to   the   pond   every   day.   The   boy,   Salva,   
becomes   one   of   the   “lost   boys”   of   Sudan,   refugees   who   cover   the   African   continent   on   foot   as   they   search   for   
their   families   and   for   a   safe   place   to   stay.   Enduring   every   hardship   from   loneliness   to   attack   by   armed   rebels   to   

contact   with   killer   lions   and   crocodiles,   Salva   is   a   survivor,   and   his   story   goes   on   to   intersect   with   Nya’s   in   an   astonishing   
and   moving   way.   

  
Under   The   Broken   Sky    by   Mariko   Nagai-    Twelve-year-old   Natsu   and   her   family   live   a   quiet   farm   life   in   Manchuria,   
near   the   border   of   the   Soviet   Union.   But   the   life   they've   known   begins   to   unravel   when   her   father   is   recruited   to   
the   Japanese   army,   and   Natsu   and   her   little   sister,   Asa,   are   left   orphaned   and   destitute.   In   a   desperate   move   to   
keep   her   sister   alive,   Natsu   sells   Asa   to   a   Russian   family   following   the   1945   Soviet   occupation.   The   journey   to   
redemption   for   Natsu's   broken   family   is   rife   with   struggles,   but   Natsu   is   tenacious   and   will   stop   at   nothing   to   get   

her   little   sister   back.   
  

Everything   Sad   is   Untrue    by   Daniel   Nayeri-      In   an   Oklahoman   middle   school,   Khosrou   (whom   everyone   calls   
Daniel)   stands   in   front   of   a   skeptical   audience   of   classmates,   telling   the   tales   of   his   family's   history,   stretching   
back   years,   decades,   and   centuries.   At   the   core   is   Daniel's   story   of   how   they   became   refugees—starting   with   his   
mother's   vocal   embrace   of   Christianity   in   a   country   that   made   such   a   thing   a   capital   offense,   and   continuing   
through   their   midnight   flight   from   the   secret   police,   bribing   their   way   onto   a   plane-to-anywhere.   Anywhere   

becomes   the   sad,   cement   refugee   camps   of   Italy,   and   then   finally   asylum   in   the   U.S.   Implementing   a   distinct   literary   style  
and   challenging   western   narrative   structures,   Nayeri   deftly   weaves   through   stories   of   the   long   and   beautiful   history   of   his   
family   in   Iran,   adding   a   richness   of   ancient   tales   and   Persian   folklore.   

  
Shooting   Kabul    by   N.H.   Senzai-   In   the   summer   of   2001,   twelve   year   old   Fadi’s   parents   make   the   difficult   
decision   to   illegally   leave   Afghanistan   and   move   the   family   to   the   United   States.   When   their   underground   
transport   arrives   at   the   rendezvous   point,   chaos   ensues,   and   Fadi   is   left   dragging   his   younger   sister   Mariam   
through   the   crush   of   people.   But   Mariam   accidentally   lets   go   of   his   hand   and   becomes   lost   in   the   crowd,   just   as   
Fadi   is   snatched   up   into   the   truck.   With   Taliban   soldiers   closing   in,   the   truck   speeds   away,   leaving   Mariam   

behind.   Adjusting   to   life   in   the   United   States   isn’t   easy   for   Fadi’s   family   and   as   the   events   of   September   11th   unfold   the   
prospects   of   locating   Mariam   in   a   war   torn   Afghanistan   seem   slim.     

  
   The   Unwanted    by   Don   Brown-   Starting   in   2011,   refugees   flood   out   of   war-torn   Syria   in   Exodus-like   proportions.   
The   surprising   flood   of   victims   overwhelms   neighboring   countries,   and   chaos   follows.   Resentment   in   host   nations   
heightens   as   disruption   and   the   cost   of   aid   grows.   By   2017,   many   want   to   turn   their   backs   on   the   victims.   The   
refugees   are   the   unwanted.   *Graphic   Novel   



  
White   Bird    by   R.J.   Palacio- .    "It   always   takes   courage   to   be   kind,   but   in   those   days,   such   kindness   could   
cost   you   everything.   White   Bird   is   the   story   of   how   a   young   Jewish   girl   was   hidden   by   a   family   in   a   
Nazi-occupied   French   village   during   World   War   II;   how   the   boy   she   and   her   classmates   once   shunned   
became   her   savior   and   best   friend.   *Graphic   Novel   
  

  
  

  Nonfiction   
  

We   Are   Displaced    by   Malala   Yousafzai-    Malala's   experiences   visiting   refugee   camps   caused   her   to   reconsider   
her   own   displacement   --   first   as   an   Internally   Displaced   Person   when   she   was   a   young   child   in   Pakistan,   and   
then   as   an   international   activist   who   could   travel   anywhere   in   the   world   except   to   the   home   she   loved.   In   We   Are   
Displaced,   Malala   not   only   explores   her   own   story,   but   she   also   shares   the   personal   stories   of   some   of   the   
incredible   girls   she   has   met   on   her   journeys   --   girls   who   have   lost   their   community,   relatives,   and   often   the   only   

world   they've   ever   known.   
  

Enrique’s   Journey    by   Sonia   Nazario-   This    is   the   true   story   of   Enrique,   a   teenager   from   Honduras,   who   sets   out   
on   a   journey,   braving   hardship   and   peril,   to   find   his   mother,   who   had   no   choice   but   to   leave   him   when   he   was   a   
child   and   go   to   the   United   States   in   search   of   work.   Enrique’s   story   will   bring   to   light   the   daily   struggles   of   
migrants,   legal   and   otherwise,   and   the   complicated   choices   they   face   simply   trying   to   survive   and   provide   for   the   
basic   needs   of   their   families.   The   issues   seaml essly    interwoven   into   this   gripping   nonfiction   work   for   young   

people   are   perfect   for   common   core   discussion.   
  

The   Cat   I   Never   Named    by   Amra   Sabic-El-Rayess-    In   1992,   Amra   was   a   teen   in   Bihac,   Bosnia,   when   her   best   
friend   said   they   couldn’t   speak   anymore.   Her   friend   didn’t   say   why,   but   Amra   knew   the   reason:   Amra   was   
Muslim.   It   was   the   first   sign   her   world   was   changing.   Then   Muslim   refugees   from   other   Bosnian   cities   started   
arriving,   fleeing   Serbian   persecution.   When   the   tanks   rolled   into   Bihac,   bringing   her   own   city   under   siege,   
Amra’s   happy   life   in   her   peaceful   city   vanished.    *Recommended   for   grades   8   and   up   

  
First   Generation    by   Rich   Wallace   and   Sandra   Neil   Wallace-    The   men   and   women   in   this   book   represent   
nations   from   Somalia   to   Germany,   from   Syria   to   China,   from   Mexico   to   Sweden,   and   more.   They   are   people   
like   Secretary   of   State   Madeleine   Albright,   international   singing   sensation   Celia   Cruz,   star   basketball   player   
Dikembe   Mutombo,   world-renowned   physicist   Albert   Einstein,   and   influential   journalist   Jorge   Ramos.   And   
they   are    all    immigrants   or   refugees   to   the   United   States   of   America.   Their   courage,   their   achievements,   and   
their   determination   to   change   the   world   have   helped   make   our   country   a   stronger   place.   Perhaps   after   

reading   their   stories,    you    will   be   inspired   to   make   the   world   a   better   place,   too.   
  

Outcasts   United:   The   Story   of   a   Refugee   Soccer   Team   that   Changed   a   Town    by    Warren   St.   John-   An   
inspirational   story   about   the   Fugees,   a   youth   soccer   team   made   up   of   diverse   refugees   from   around   the   
world,   and   their   formidable   female   coach,   Luma   Mufleh.    Outcasts   United    explores   how   the   community   
changed   with   the   influx   of   refugees   and   how   the   dedication   of   Lumah   Mufleh   and   the   entire   Fugees   soccer   
team   inspired   an   entire   community.     

  
***All   descriptions   taken   from   Amazon   and/or   book   publishers***   


